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This paper provides a review of the principles of chaotic digital
communications using correlator receivers. Modulation schemes
using one and two chaotic basis functions, as well as coherent and
noncoherent correlation receivers, are discussed. The performance
of differential chaos shift keying (DCSK) in multipath channels is
characterized. Results are presented for DCSK with multiuser capability and multiple bits per symbol.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, much research effort has been
devoted to the study of communication using chaotic basis
functions. The earliest work, which was inspired by the
synchronization results of Pecora and Carroll [1], focused
on analog modulation schemes with coherent receivers
[2]–[6]. Digital modulation using chaotic basis functions
and a coherent receiver was first introduced in 1992 [7] and
called chaos shift keying (CSK) [8]. Several other chaotic
digital modulation schemes were proposed in the following
years [9]–[13]. A survey of the state of the art in 1995 can
be found in [14].
A robust noncoherent technique called differential chaos
shift keying (DCSK) [15] was introduced in 1996, and later
optimized as frequency-modulated DCSK (FM-DCSK)
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[16]. Since then, the methods of communication theory
[17]–[19] and statistical analysis [20]–[23] have been
applied to chaotic digital modulation schemes, culminating
in the development of chaotic counterparts for conventional
modulation schemes, and a theoretical classification and
understanding of all known chaotic modulation schemes
[24]. The state of the art has been summarized in two recent
publications [25], [26].
With the theoretical foundations of chaotic communications now established, and a prototype DCSK system demonstrated [27], current research is addressing several areas: 1)
characterization of the multipath performance of DCSK [28];
2) multiuser access for DCSK [29], [30]; 3) variants of CSK
and DCSK with improved data rates [31], [32]; and 4) receiver enhancements to exploit determinism in chaotic digital modulation [33]–[35], amongst others.
It is now possible to make definitive statements about
the noise and multipath performances of digital modulation
schemes using chaotic basis functions. The aim of this tutorial paper is to present theoretical performance bounds for
correlator-based chaotic digital communications schemes, to
summarize the performance of some representative schemes
relative to these limits, and to highlight the expected best
case performance in real applications.
In Section II, we extend the basis function approach to
modulation and demodulation using chaotic basis functions
and highlight the problem that chaotic basis functions are
typically orthogonal only in the mean.
The consequence is the estimation problem which results
from an inherent characteristic of chaotic communications
systems, namely that the basis functions vary from symbol
to symbol, even if the same symbol is transmitted repeatedly, and that only infinitely long chaotic signals are orthogonal. We discuss the estimation problem which, if present,
degrades the performance of every chaotic digital modulation scheme and propose a solution to get orthonormal basis
functions in Section III.
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The digital chaotic modulation schemes which we consider in this work are analyzed in the context of a receiver
model which is described in Section IV.
In Section V, we show that a chaotic modulation scheme
with one basis function, referred to as antipodal CSK, can
theoretically achieve the noise performance of binary phaseshift keying (BPSK). In practice, this performance cannot be
reached because at least two problems must be overcome: the
estimation problem and the recovery of basis function from
the noisy and modulated received signal. Recovery of chaotic
basis functions independently of the modulation is difficult
to achieve; failure to solve this problem to date has impeded
the development of coherent demodulators for chaotic communications.
With no available solution to the problem of basis function
recovery independently of the modulation, alternative modulation schemes have been proposed which exploit two basis
functions. In Section VI, we show that CSK with two orthonormal basis functions and a coherent receiver, referred
to as chaotic switching, can theoretically achieve the noise
performance of coherent frequency-shift keying (FSK). This
level of performance can be reached only if the estimation
problem is solved and the basis functions can be recovered
at the demodulator. While the former problem can be readily
solved, implementation difficulties associated with the recovery of chaotic basis functions cause published results for
coherent CSK receivers to lag far behind their theoretical
noise performance.
Given the difficulty of recovering chaotic basis functions
at the receiver, one may ask what is the best performance
that can be expected without recovering the basis functions.
We will show that the noise performance of CSK with two
appropriately constructed basis functions and a differentially
coherent correlation receiver is at most 3 dB worse than that
of differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) with autocorrelation demodulation [36].
The noise performance and feasibility of chaotic modulation schemes are compared in Section VII. If it is possible
to recover the basis function at the receiver independently of
the modulation, then antipodal CSK, where one basis function is used, offers the best noise performance of all known
chaotic digital modulation schemes.
In practice, the primary issue influencing the choice of
a chaotic or conventional basis function in coherent communications is the robustness of the basis function recovery
process. The current state of the art is that antipodal CSK has
not been demonstrated. The reported performance of CSK
with two basis functions lags significantly behind that of coherent FSK, which represents the theoretical upper bound on
its performance.
If one considers only the noise performance of the modulation schemes in a band-limited single-ray additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel [37] under propagation
conditions where the basis functions can be recovered at the
receiver, then higher performance can be achieved by using
a conventional narrow-band modulation scheme with periodic, rather than chaotic, basis functions. If it is not possible
to recover the chaotic basis functions at the receiver, then,
712

in a single-ray channel, DCSK with differentially coherent
detection offers the best noise performance.
Although the noise performance of DCSK lags 3 dB
behind that of its conventional narrow-band counterpart
(DPSK with autocorrelation demodulation), the performance degradation due to multipath is much less in the
DCSK system. Multipath propagation is present in many
important applications such as indoor radio, mobile communication and wireless local area networks. The multipath
performance of DCSK is discussed in Section VIII.
In a wireless local area network (WLAN), which is one
possible application for chaotic communications, at least
limited multiple access capability must be offered. To avoid
interference among the different users, orthogonal channels
have to be developed. A novel solution is discussed in
Section IX, where the orthogonality of the DCSK channels
is ensured by using Walsh functions.
In FM-DCSK, frequency modulation is introduced to
overcome the estimation problem which is a common
drawback of proposed chaotic modulation schemes. This
modulation scheme with a differentially coherent receiver
offers the best noise performance of all published correlation-based chaotic modulation schemes. Unfortunately,
even its noise performance lags behind that of DPSK
implemented with autocorrelation demodulation.
This drawback can be overcome by using the techniques
described in Section X. The simplest enhancement technique
improves the noise performance by 1.4 dB, while the improvement of the most advanced technique, which requires
a more complex receiver, is 3.4 dB.
II. CHAOTIC MODULATION AND DEMODULATION
Chaotic digital modulation is concerned with mapping
symbols to analog chaotic waveforms. In CSK [8], information is carried in the weights of a combination of basis
functions which are derived from chaotic signals. Differential chaos shift keying [15] is a variant of CSK where the
basis functions have a special structure and the information
can be recovered from the correlation between the parts of
the basis functions.
In this work, we concentrate on the transmission and reception of a single isolated symbol; problems arising from
the reception of symbol streams are not treated here.
A. Modulation
Using the notation introduced in [17], the elements of the
CSK signal set are defined by

where is the index of the current symbol being transmitted,
are the elements of the signal vector, and
the weights
are chaotic waveforms. The signals
the basis functions
may be produced conceptually as shown in Fig. 1.
Note that the shape of the basis functions is not fixed
in chaotic communications. This is why the signal
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 90, NO. 5, MAY 2002

Fig. 1.

Generation of the elements of the signal set.

Fig. 2. Determination of the observation signals in a correlation
receiver.

which is transmitted through the channel has a different
shape during every symbol interval of duration , even if
the same symbol is transmitted repeatedly. As a result, the
transmitted signal is never periodic.
To achieve the best noise performance, basis functions
must be orthonormal [37]. In the general case, chaotic basis
functions are at best orthonormal over an interval of length
only in the mean, i.e.,
if
otherwise

delayed version of the received signal, or a basis function
recovered from the received signal.
In a coherent correlation receiver, the reference signals
are locally regenerated copies of the basis functions
. When signal
is transmitted and
,
of the observation vector emerging from
the th element
the th correlator is given by

(1)

denotes the expectation
where is the bit duration and
operator.1
Equation (1) identifies another important characteristic of
chaotic modulation schemes: since the basis functions are not
fixed waveforms but chaotic signals, they have to be modeled
as sample functions of a stochastic process.2
Consequently, the cross correlation and autocorrelation of
basis functions evaluated for the bit duration become random
numbers which can be characterized by their probability distributions, e.g., by their mean value and variance.3 The consequence of this property, called the estimation problem, will
be discussed in Section III.

where according to (1)
for
If the bit duration
and
case,

and
.
is sufficiently long, then
. In this
(2)

B. Demodulation
Since the shape of the basis functions is not fixed in chaotic
communications, the matched filter approach [37] cannot be
used for demodulation. However, the message may be recovered at the receiver by correlating the received signal with
, and forming the
reference signals
, as
corresponding observation signals
shown in Fig. 2.
can be generated in a number
The reference signal
of different ways: it can be the received signal itself, or a
1We are considering the expectation of
g (t)g (t) dt over all
. Although it is deterministic, the chaotic basis functions g (1) are typically different in each successive interval of length T . Note that the expectation operator refers to the average over all intervals. For convenience in
the remainder of the paper, we consider each interval [mT ; (m + 1)T ] as
equivalent to the interval [0; T ].
2In a chaotic stochastic signal model, the ensemble of sample functions
is generated by the same chaotic attractor starting from all possible initial
conditions [38].
3By contrast, for example, sine and cosine basis functions can be made
orthonormal by appropriate scaling and by choosing the ratio of the bit
duration and half the period of each basis function to be an integer.
m

Thus, in the case of a distortion- and noise-free channel,
and for a sufficiently large bit duration, the observation and
signal vectors are approximately equal to each other.
of the signal vector can be
In this way, the elements
recovered (approximately) by correlating the received signal
.
with the reference signals
of the observation
In real applications, the elements
vector are random numbers because of the estimation
problem and additive channel noise; in addition, their values
are influenced by a number of factors including channel
filtering and distortion. This is why the observation vector
can be considered only as an estimation of the signal vector.
The number of wrong decision is determined by the
probability distribution of the observation signal. As a rule
of thumb, the smaller the variance, the lower the bit error
rate (BER). While filtering, distortion, and noise effects
are common to all communication systems, the estimation
problem is a consequence of using chaotic basis functions.
The estimation problem increases the variance of the observation signal and so corrupts the noise performance. In the
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(a)
Fig. 4.

Mean and standard deviation of the estimation of

g (t)dt versus the estimation time.

in interpreting the received signal, even in the case of a distortion- and noise-free channel. The most significant consequence of nonzero variance is a considerable degradation in
noise performance, as will be seen in Figs. 9 and 11 in Section V.
Let the equivalent statistical bandwidth [39] of the chaotic
be defined by
signal

(b)
Fig. 3. Samples of
basis functions g (t).

next section, we explain the two sources of the estimation
problem and indicate how to solve it.
III. ESTIMATION PROBLEM
In a typical conventional modulation scheme, the basis
is an infunctions are periodic and the bit duration
teger multiple of the period of the basis functions; hence,
and
, i.e., the autoand cross correlation estimation problems do not appear.
A. The Autocorrelation Estimation Problem
is different in every interval
A chaotic basis function
is different for every
of length . Consequently,
symbol, even if the same symbol is transmitted repeatedly.
Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows histograms of samples of
for conventional periodic and chaotic wave, respectively. In the periodic case, all samples lie
forms
. By contrast, the samples in the chaotic
at
case are centered at 1, as before, but have nonzero variance.
of the
This nonzero variance causes the components
observation vector to differ from the corresponding compoof the signal vector, and therefore causes errors
nents
714

for low-pass and by

g (t)dt for (a) periodic and (b) chaotic

for bandpass chaotic basis functions, where
is the
power spectral density associated with the chaotic stochastic
denotes the center frequency of a bandsignal model and
pass chaotic basis function [38]. Then the standard deviation
scales approximately as
,
of samples of
as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the variance of estimation can be
reduced by increasing the statistical bandwidth of the transmitted chaotic signal or by increasing the bit duration [39].
Alternatively, one may solve the autocorrelation estimation
problem directly by modifying the generation of the basis
functions such that the transmitted energy for each symbol is
kept constant [20].
1) Sample Solution: Use FM: Recall that the instantaneous power of an FM signal does not depend on the
modulation, provided that the latter is slowly varying
compared to the carrier. Therefore, one way to produce a
is
chaotic sample function with constant energy per bit
to apply a chaotic signal to a frequency modulator; this can
be achieved as shown in Fig. 5.
2) Conclusion: A necessary condition for chaotic digital
modulation schemes to reach their maximum noise performance is that the chaotic sample functions should have constant energy per bit. Therefore, in the remainder of this paper,
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 90, NO. 5, MAY 2002

Note that, in addition, if

is produced by FM,
. Therefore, the FM-DCSK
[16] basis functions are orthonormal.
2) Conclusion: By using orthogonal basis functions, the
cross correlation estimation problem can be solved.
Fig. 5. Block diagram illustrating the generation of chaotic
sample functions with constant energy per bit by means of a
frequency modulator.

IV. RECEIVER MODEL

we will assume that the chaotic sample functions have constant . In particular, we normalize the basis functions such
that, for all

B. The Cross Correlation Estimation Problem
The estimation problem also arises when evaluating
the cross correlation between different chaotic basis func,
tions of finite length. Although
in general, unless
and
are
.
orthogonal in
1) Sample Solution: DCSK Basis Functions: Although
infinitely long chaotic signals are orthogonal, chaotic sample
functions of finite length do not meet the orthogonality requirement of digital telecommunications due to the cross correlation estimation problem. However, orthogonality can be
assured by using appropriately constructed basis functions.
For example, orthogonal basis functions can be generated
by combining the Walsh functions [40] with chaotic signals.
and
:
Define basis functions

Noise performance is the most important characteristic of
a modulation scheme and receiver configuration. All of the
correlator-based chaotic modulation techniques to be discussed in this paper can be considered under the unifying
umbrella of the basis function approach. Here, we consider
their noise performance, assuming the receiver block diaand
gram shown in Fig. 6, where
denote the noisy received signal before and after
filtering, respectively. Since the noise performance of noncoherent receivers depends on the bandwidth of the channel
(selection) filter, an ideal bandpass filter with a total RF bandis included explicitly in the block diagram.
width of
This model can be used to characterize the performance
of noncoherent, differentially coherent, and coherent correlation receivers. The difference between these schemes is priis
marily due to the way in which the reference signal
has
generated at the receiver. A synchronization time
to be considered if the reference signal is recovered by synchronization at the beginning of each symbol.
In the following sections, we use this model to develop performance limits for CSK with one and two basis
functions.
V. CSK WITH ONE BASIS FUNCTION
A. Modulation
In the simplest case of binary CSK, a single chaotic basis
is used, i.e.,
function

(3)

is derived from a chaotic waveform.
where
Each basis function consists of two segments, the first and
second called the reference and information-bearing chips,
respectively. Because the digital information to be recovered
is also carried in the correlation between the reference and
information-bearing chips, we call these differential CSK
(DCSK) basis functions.
Note that the orthogonality of basis functions is assured by
the first two Walsh functions [40]
and
By using Walsh functions, the signal
in (3) may have any
and
are always
shape. The DCSK basis functions
.
orthogonal, i.e.,

Two basic types of CSK based on a single basis function
have been proposed: chaotic on–off keying (COOK) [41] and
antipodal CSK [42].
In COOK, symbol “1” is represented by
and symbol “0” is given by
.
Equivalently

where
denotes the average energy per bit and we have
assumed that the probabilities of symbols “1” and “0” are
equal.
The upper limit on the noise performance of a modulation
scheme is determined by the separation of the message points
in the signal space; the greater the separation, the better the
noise performance. Fig. 7 shows the signal-space diagram
for COOK, where the distance between the message points
.
is
In antipodal CSK, symbol “1” is represented by
and symbol “0” is given by
.
Fig. 8 shows the signal-space diagram for antipodal CSK.
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Fig. 6.

General block diagram of a digital chaotic communications receiver.

Fig. 7.

Signal-space diagram for binary COOK.

Fig. 8.

Signal-space diagram for binary antipodal CSK.

The distance between the message points is
in this
case. Consequently, the noise performance of antipodal CSK
is potentially superior to that of COOK.
While the modulator determines the distance between the
message points, the noise performance of the system depends
on the efficiency with which the demodulator exploits this
separation.
In principle, the best noise performance in an AWGN
channel can be achieved by using a coherent receiver [36]. In
practice, the propagation conditions may be so poor that it is
difficult, if not impossible, to regenerate the basis functions
at the receiver. Under these conditions, a noncoherent or differentially coherent receiver may offer better performance.
B. Demodulation
1) Coherent Correlation Receiver: In a coherent correlaat the receiver is the
tion receiver, the reference signal
basis function which has been recovered from the noisy filtered received signal. The observation signal is given by

Fig. 9. Simulated optimum noise performance of COOK and
antipodal CSK with a coherent correlation receiver: antipodal CSK
with constant E (solid curve); COOK with equiprobable symbols
and constant E (dashed curve); antipodal CSK with nonconstant
energy per bit (dash–dot curve). Coherent BPSK is shown (dotted
curve) for comparison.

In a noise-free channel with exact recovery of the basis
function, a sufficiently wide-band channel filter, and per,
, and
manent synchronization,
. The observation variable in this case is

(4)
where we assume that the synchronization transient lasts at
seconds per symbol period. In the best case, where
most
with
is maintained throughout
synchronization of
.
the transmission,
is a random variable
Note that the observation signal
whose mean value depends on the energy per bit of the
chaotic signal and the “goodness” with which the basis
function has been recovered [see the first term in (4)].
716

Therefore, the coherent correlation receiver can be used to
demodulate both COOK and antipodal CSK, provided that
can be recovered from the received
the basis function
.
signal
The performance of a digital communications system is
expressed by the BER [37]. Fig. 9 shows, by simulation, the
theoretical upper bounds on the noise performance of coherent COOK and coherent antipodal CSK with one basis
function. Note that the noise performance of antipodal CSK
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 90, NO. 5, MAY 2002

(solid) exceeds that of COOK (dashed) by 3 dB; this is a consequence of the greater separation of the message points (by
) at the modulator.
a factor of
If one basis function is used, then only the autocorrelation estimation problem appears. Fig. 9 shows its manifestation for the case of antipodal CSK when the energy per
bit has nonzero variance. In this case, the effect of channel
/2, is
noise, characterized by its power spectral density
by the variance of the energy per
dominated at high
. If
is kept constant, the
bit
problem disappears.
2) Theoretical Noise Performance of Coherent Antipodal
, the theoretical noise perforCSK: Assuming constant
mance for coherent antipodal CSK was reported in [42]
BER

(5)

As with all conventional coherent modulation schemes, the
noise performance does not depend on the bit duration or the
RF bandwidth of the channel filter.
The theoretical predictions of (5) are compared with the
results of computer simulations [43] in Fig. 10, where the
solid curve shows the noise performance predicted by (5),
while the results of simulations are denoted by “ ” marks.
3) Conclusion: Equation (5) shows that the noise performance of an antipodal CSK modulator and coherent correlation receiver theoretically matches that of BPSK [37]. However, this performance can be achieved only if the following
necessary conditions are satisfied:
1) the energy per bit is kept constant;
is recovered exactly at the re2) the basis function
ceiver, independently of the modulation.
The first condition can be satisfied in the case of chaotic
basis functions by using FM, for example, as described in
Section III.
Although several strategies for recovering the basis funchave been proposed in the literature, under the title
tion
“chaotic synchronization” [1]–[14], we are not aware of any
chaotic synchronization technique which can regenerate the
basis function exactly, independently of the modulation.4 If
the basis function cannot be recovered exactly, the noise performance of antipodal modulation is degraded significantly.
4) Noncoherent Correlation Receiver: Although antipodal CSK cannot be demodulated without recovering the
basis function, COOK can be demodulated by means of a
noncoherent receiver.
In a noncoherent correlation receiver, the reference signal
is equal to the noisy filtered signal
, and the
observation signal can be expressed as

4Robustness of chaotic synchronization in the presence of noise has been
studied theoretically in [48].

Fig. 10. Comparison between the theoretical (solid curve) and
simulated (“ ” marks) noise performances of coherent antipodal
CSK.

+

(6)
emerges unIn the noise-free case, if the signal
], the observation
changed from the channel [
signal is equal to the energy of the transmitted symbol, i.e.,

Since
in antipodal CSK, these symbols
cannot be distinguished at the receiver. By contrast, the observation signals and of the two COOK symbols differ
, where
is the average bit energy.
by
Due to the last term in (6), the noise performance of noncoherent COOK depends on both the bit duration and the
. Fig. 11 shows the noise perforRF channel bandwidth
.
mance for the best case, where
Fig. 11 shows that the autocorrelation estimation problem
is not constant (see dashed
manifests itself if
curve) but the problem disappears, as expected, when
is kept constant (see solid curve).
The noise performance of noncoherent COOK is worse
than that of coherent COOK due to the second and third terms
,
in (6). Although
. Hence,
is a biased estimator of
and the decision
threshold must be adjusted depending on the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) measured at the demodulator input.
, a single basis func5) Conclusion: For a given
tion, and a noncoherent correlation receiver, the best noise
performance for a chaotic digital modulation scheme in
an AWGN channel can be achieved by COOK. However,
COOK suffers two significant drawbacks:
1) the transmitted energy per bit varies between zero for
for symbol “1”;
symbol “0” and
2) the optimum decision threshold at the receiver depends
on the SNR.
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Fig. 12.

Signal-space diagram of chaotic switching.

Fig. 11. Simulated noise performance of noncoherent COOK
with constant (solid curve) and varying (dashed curve) energy per
symbol. Coherent COOK is shown (dotted curve) for comparison.

The design of a digital communications receiver can be
simplified considerably if the decision threshold at the demodulator is independent of the SNR. By using two basis
functions, this condition can be satisfied.
VI. CSK WITH TWO BASIS FUNCTIONS
A. Modulation

Fig. 13. Idealized coherent correlation receiver for CSK with two
basis functions. The effect of the channel filter is neglected.

thonormal in the interval
are obtained as

, the outputs of the correlators

In CSK with two basis functions, the elements of the signal
set are given by

where the basis functions
and
are derived from
chaotic sources.
In a special case of binary CSK [8], also called “chaotic
switching” [13], the two elements of the signal set are simply
weighted basis functions; the transmitted sample functions
and
, representing
are
symbols “1” and “0,” respectively. The corresponding signal
and
,
vectors are
denotes the average energy per bit.
where
The signal-space diagram for chaotic switching and orand
is shown in Fig. 12.
thonormal basis functions
Note that the Euclidean distance between the two message
, which is the same as for coherent COOK
points is
but is less than that of coherent antipodal CSK. This implies
that the noise performance of chaotic switching is at best
3 dB worse than that of the antipodal modulation scheme described in Section V.
B. Demodulation
1) Coherent Correlation Receiver: A coherent correlation receiver, as shown in Fig. 13, may be used to estimate the
of the signal vector. In the noise-free case, with
elements
and
perfect regeneration of the basis functions,
.
, and
In the case of chaotic switching with constant
and
are orassuming that the basis functions
718

when symbol “1” is transmitted, and

when symbol “0” is transmitted.
Thus, the correlation receiver structure may be used to
identify which element of the signal set is more likely to have
produced the received signal [17]. In particular, if
, then the decision circuit decides in favor of symbol “1”;
, then the decision circuit decides in favor of
if
symbol “0.”
Consider now the noise performance of chaotic switching
with a coherent correlation receiver which also includes the
channel filter. In this case, the reference signal in each arm is
which is derived from the
a regenerated basis function
.
filtered noisy received signal
, are given by
The observation signals

PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 90, NO. 5, MAY 2002

(7)
where we assume that the synchronization transient lasts at
seconds per symbol period.
most
is a random variable, whose mean value
Note that
depends on the energy per bit of the chaotic signal and the
“goodness” with which the basis functions have been recovered [see the first two terms in (7)].
, and synchronization of
At best,
with
is maintained throughout the transmission,
. In this case
i.e.,

+

Fig. 14. Simulated (“ ” marks) and theoretical (solid curve)
noise performances of chaotic switching with two orthonormal
basis functions. This figure is also valid for coherent DCSK which
provides orthonormal basis functions.

(8)
can be reWe have seen that the variance of
constant. The cross correlations
duced to zero by keeping
can be zeroed by selecting orthogonal basis functions.
By choosing orthonormal basis functions, such as the
DCSK functions described in Section III-B1

provides an unbiased estimate of
.
Fig. 14 shows the simulated upper bound on the noise performance of chaotic switching with two basis functions.
2) Theoretical Noise Performance of Coherent
DCSK: Since DCSK provides orthonormal basis functions, it offers the best attainable noise performance over
an AWGN channel when CSK with two basis functions is
used. The theoretical noise performance of coherent DCSK
is equal to that of coherent FSK and is given by [42]
BER

(9)

Note again that the noise performance of coherent receivers depends neither on the bit duration nor on the RF
bandwidth of the channel filter.
Fig. 14 shows the noise performance of the coherent
DCSK modulation scheme predicted from (9) (solid curve)
and determined by computer simulation (“ ” marks).
A detailed analysis of the observation signal (4) shows that
and
is
(9) is also valid for coherent COOK when
kept constant. Comparison of (5) and (9) shows that the noise
performance of coherent COOK and DCSK lags 3 dB behind
that of coherent antipodal CSK as predicted in Section VI-A.
3) Conclusion: The noise performance of chaotic
switching can be maximized by choosing orthonormal
basis functions. In the limit, chaotic switching can match

the performance of coherent FSK. To reach this limit, a
coherent DCSK receiver must be used. However, coherent
DCSK can be implemented only if the basis functions are
available at the receiver. To date, error-free recovery of
chaotic basis functions, independently of the modulation,
from the received noisy and distorted signal is not possible.
Therefore, robust coherent chaotic modulation schemes
have not yet been demonstrated successfully in practice.
4) Differentially Coherent Correlation Receiver for
DCSK: Although coherent DCSK can in principle achieve
the noise performance of coherent FSK, this level of performance can be reached only if the two basis functions
and
are available at the receiver and if they are
orthonormal.
If the recovery of chaotic basis functions is not possible,
then the special structure of the DCSK basis functions—each
consists of a piece of chaotic waveform followed by a noninverted or inverted copy of itself—can be exploited to perform
the demodulation. The differentially coherent DCSK demodulator [15] makes its decision by evaluating the correlation
between the reference and information-bearing chips.
In a binary differentially coherent DCSK receiver, the refis the filtered noisy received signal, deerence signal
layed by half a bit period. Note that different sample functions of filtered noise corrupt the two inputs of the correlator.
The observation signal is defined by

(10)
If the time-varying channel varies slowly compared to the
symbol rate, then the received and filtered DCSK signal is
given by
,

where
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(11)
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At best,
. Substituting (11) into (10), the observation signal becomes

(12)
and
denote the sample functions
where
of filtered noise that corrupt the reference and informationbearing parts of the received signal, respectively.
is kept constant. Then
Assume that
and the first term in (12) is equal to
. The second, third, and fourth terms, which represent the contributions of the filtered channel noise, are
zero-mean random variables. Therefore, the receiver is an
unbiased estimator in this case; the optimum threshold level
of the decision circuit is always zero, i.e., it is independent
of the SNR.
Although the fourth term in (12) has zero mean, it has a
non-Gaussian distribution. Due to this fourth term, the distribution of the observation signal is not Gaussian and its variance increases with the bit duration and the bandwidth of
. Consequently, the noise performance
the channel filter
of chaotic switching with two DCSK basis functions and
a differentially coherent receiver decreases with either increasing bit duration or filter bandwidth [49]; this is illustrated in Fig. 15. Recall that this problem also appears in the
case of noncoherent COOK.
5) Theoretical Noise Performance of Differentially Coherent DCSK: The exact analytical expression for the noise
performance of differentially coherent DCSK was reported
in [50]

multipath performance of DCSK (see Section VIII) cannot
be exploited.
Fig. 16 shows the effect of bit duration on the noise performance of differentially coherent DCSK, where the RF bandwidth is 17 MHz and (from left to right) the bit durations are
1, 2, 4, and 8 s. The solid curves show the analytical predictions from (13), while the results of simulations are denoted
by “ ” marks.
The effect of RF bandwidth on the noise performance is
shown in Fig. 17, where the bit duration is 2 s and, from
left to right, the RF channel bandwidths are 8, 12, and 17
MHz. Note that increasing the RF bandwidth decreases the
noise performance of the system; however, it simultaneously
improves the multipath performance (see Section VIII).
6) Conclusion: Given two basis functions and a noncoherent correlation receiver, the best noise performance can
be achieved by chaotic switching with orthonormal DCSK
basis functions and a differentially coherent receiver.

BER

VII. COMPARISON OF NOISE PERFORMANCE AND
FEASIBILITY OF CHAOTIC MODULATION SCHEMES

The details of the development of this exact formula are given
in [24]. Approximate expressions for the noise performance
of CSK and DCSK using stochastic techniques can be found
in [21] and [22].
To achieve this noise performance, the transmitted energy
per bit must be kept constant [51]. This result shows that the
noise performance of differentially coherent DCSK depends
of the
on both the bit duration and the RF bandwidth
channel filter.
, the noise
Equation (13) also shows that, for
performance of differentially coherent DCSK is as good as
that of noncoherent binary FSK. Of course, in this case the
DCSK signal becomes a narrow-band signal and the superior

In Sections V and VI, we have considered the noise performance of CSK with one and two basis functions.
The best possible noise performance curves for antipodal
CSK modulation with coherent demodulation, COOK
with noncoherent demodulation, chaotic switching with
orthonormal basis functions and coherent demodulation,
and chaotic switching with DCSK basis functions and a
differentially coherent receiver are summarized in Fig. 18,
for the noncoherent COOK and differentially
where
coherent DCSK. The noise performance curves for BPSK
and coherent FSK are also shown, for comparison.
In the case of a single basis function, if one can recover
this basis function exactly at the receiver, then the noise
performance of antipodal CSK can theoretically reach that
of BPSK. This is the best possible noise performance that
could be achieved by any digital modulation scheme over
an AWGN channel.

(13)
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Fig. 15. Simulated noise performance of binary chaotic switching
with DCSK basis functions and a differentially coherent receiver
with short (BT = 1, solid curve) and long (BT = 17, dashed
curve) bit durations.
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Fig. 16. Effect of bit duration on the noise performance of
differentially coherent DCSK. From left to right the bit durations
are 1, 2, 4 and 8 s.

Fig. 18. Simulated optimum noise performance of antipodal CSK
modulation with coherent demodulation [solid curve with “ ”
marks (left)], COOK with noncoherent demodulation [dashed curve
with “ ” marks (right)], chaotic switching with orthonormal basis
functions and coherent demodulation [dash-dot curve with “ ”
marks (center)], and chaotic switching with DCSK basis functions
and a differentially coherent receiver [dotted curve with “ ” marks
(right)]. The noise performance curves for BPSK [dashed curve
with “ ” marks (left)] and coherent FSK [dotted curve with “ ”
marks (center)] are also shown, for comparison.

+

+

+





Fig. 17. Effect of RF channel bandwidth on the noise performance
of differentially coherent DCSK. From left to right, the RF channel
bandwidths are 8, 12, and 17 MHz.

In order to reach this level of performance, the chaotic
basis function must be recovered independently of the modulation; we are not aware of any receiver structure in the literature that can do this in a sufficiently robust manner.
If the basis function cannot be recovered independently
of the modulation, then COOK offers the best noise performance for the single-basis function case. The disadvantages
of COOK are that the dynamic range of the transmitted power
level varies between zero and twice the average transmitted
power level and that the optimum decision threshold at the
receiver depends on the SNR.
Chaotic switching offers a two-basis function modulation
scheme where the average power level of the transmitted
signal can be kept constant and the decision threshold at the
receiver is independent of the SNR. The noise performance
of chaotic switching with coherent detection can reach that
of coherent FSK, provided that orthonormal basis functions
are used. In particular, chaotic switching with DCSK basis
functions can reach the performance of coherent FSK if the
basis functions can be regenerated at the receiver.

2

If the basis functions cannot be recovered, a DCSK transmission can be demodulated using a differentially coherent
receiver. The noise performance of this chaotic communications system is at most 3 dB worse than that of DPSK with
autocorrelation demodulation [36].
The same conclusion was drawn in [24], where the
waveform communication concept was extended to correlator-based chaotic communications schemes. The paper
showed that the shapes of chaotic basis functions, which
are different for each transmitted symbol, have no effect
on the noise performance, provided that orthonormal basis
functions are used.
VIII. MULTIPATH PERFORMANCE
In many applications such as wireless local area networks
(WLAN) and indoor radio, the received signal contains components which have traveled from the transmitter to the receiver via multiple propagation paths with differing delays;
this phenomenon is called multipath propagation [37], [52].
Components arriving via different propagation paths
may add destructively, resulting in deep frequency-selective
fading. Conventional narrow-band systems fail catastrophically if a multipath-related null, defined below, coincides
with the carrier frequency.
In the applications mentioned above, the distance between
the transmitter and the receiver is relatively small; hence, the
attenuation of the telecommunications channel is moderate.
The effect which limits the performance of communications
in such an environment is not the additive channel (thermal)
but deep frequency-selective fading caused by mulnoise
tipath propagation. In these applications, the most important
system parameter is the sensitivity to multipath.
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In Sections V and VI, we have concluded that the noise
performance of differentially coherent DCSK, even with
constant energy per bit, in a single-ray AWGN channel
is worse than that of coherent conventional narrow-band
modulation schemes. However, DCSK has potentially lower
sensitivity to multipath, because:
1) the demodulation is performed without carrier synchronization;
2) the transmitted signal is a wide-band signal which
cannot be completely canceled by a multipath-related
null.
Since differentially coherent FM-DCSK offers a simple
system configuration and the best noise performance when
the chaotic basis functions cannot be recovered at the receiver, we present computer simulations of its multipath performance in this section. Following the IEEE 802.11 WLAN
standard [53], we set the RF channel bandwidth to 17 MHz.
To illustrate the wide-band property of chaotic modulations
schemes, the spectrum of an FM-DCSK system designed for
WLAN application is shown in Fig. 19 [54]. The center frequency of the FM-DCSK modulator is 36 MHz, the data
rate is 500 kbit/s, and the channel allocation corresponds to
the IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard. The transmitter contains
a mixer circuit to transpose the modulator output into the
2.4-GHz ISM band and a bandpass filter to suppress the unwanted skirt.
A. Model of Multipath Channel

Fig. 19. Output spectrum of an FM-DCSK system. The bit
duration is 2 s and the RF channel bandwidth is 17 MHz.

Fig. 20. Tapped delay line model of an RF multipath radio
channel.

The tapped delay line model of a time-invariant multipath radio channel having propagation paths is shown in
Fig. 20. The radiated power is split and travels along the
paths, each of which is characterized by a delay and gain
, where
.
If a narrow-band telecommunications system is considered, then in the worst case two paths exist and the two received signals cancel each other completely at the carrier frequency , i.e.,

where
denotes the excess delay of the second
path.
Let the two-ray multipath channel be characterized by its
frequency response shown in Fig. 21. Note that the multipath-related nulls, where the attenuation becomes infinitely
large, appear at
(14)
Let the bandwidth of fading be defined as the frequency
range over which the attenuation of the multipath channel
is greater than 10 dB. Then the RF bandwidth of multipath
fading can be expressed as
(15)
Equations (14) and (15) show that the center frequencies
of the multipath-related nulls, the distances between them,
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Fig. 21.

Magnitude response of a two-ray multipath channel for

1 = 75 ns, which is typical in indoor office application.

and their bandwidths, are determined by
; a shorter excess
delay accentuates the problem.
Fig. 21 shows qualitatively why conventional narrow-band
systems can fail catastrophically to operate over a multipath channel. Due to high attenuation appearing about the
multipath-related nulls, the SNR becomes extremely low at
the input of the receiver if the carrier frequency coincides
with a multipath-related null. Consequently, the demodulator
cannot operate. The situation becomes even worse if a carrier recovery circuit is used because a typical carrier recovery
circuit such as a phase-locked loop cannot synchronize with
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 90, NO. 5, MAY 2002

the carrier unless the input signal level exceeds a certain
threshold.
In a chaotic modulation scheme, the power of the radiated
signal is spread over a wide frequency range. The appearance of a multipath-related null means that part of the transmitted power is lost but the system still operates. Of course,
the lower SNR at the input of the demodulator results in a
worse BER. The special feature of DCSK that it does not use
carrier synchronization to perform the demodulation makes
it even more robust against multipath.
B. Quantitative Behavior of the FM-DCSK in PCS JTC
Channels
The PCS Joint Technical Committee has recommended a
comprehensive multipath channel model to check and compare the performance of personal communications and mobile telecommunications systems in both indoor and outdoor
applications [55]. In indoor applications, considered here,
channel models have been developed for office, residential,
and commercial areas.
Each channel profile is characterized by the tapped delay
line model shown in Fig. 20. To describe the various propagation conditions, three different channel profiles are given
for each area. To model continuously varying propagation
conditions, each channel profile is used, with probabilities
determined by the JTC channel model.
This model assumes that the channel profile and the
channel attenuation are correlated and it provides a statistical procedure for selecting the channel profiles as a
function of attenuation. As a rule of thumb, we may say that
if the channel attenuation is relatively low (below 50 dB, for
example), then the simplest multipath channel model must
be considered; this causes the smallest degradation in BER.
Higher channel attenuation implies a more complex multipath channel model. For example, if the channel attenuation
goes beyond 100 dB, then the most complex channel model
causing the highest performance loss has to be considered.
Since different channel profiles are used to describe the
propagation conditions in office, residential, and commercial areas, the simplest and most complex multipath channel
models are different for each area.
In this section, we show by computer simulation the multipath performance of differentially coherent FM-DCSK for
the simplest and most complex channel models. More details
on multipath channel models will not be given here; we refer
the interested reader to [55].
The number and frequencies of the multipath-related nulls
appearing in the frequency response of the radio channel and
their positions relative to the FM-DCSK center frequency
are determined by the parameters of the multipath channel.
In a real application, these parameters are varying continuously, thus changing the frequencies of the multipath-related
nulls. To quantify this effect, but using the same multipath
channel for every simulation, the parameters of the multipath
channel models are kept constant but the center frequency
of the FM-DCSK signal is varied. According to the IEEE
802.11 standard, we assume that the FM-DCSK system op.
erates in the 2.4-GHz ISM band, and that

Fig. 22. FM-DCSK performance degradation in the indoor office
application if the channel attenuation is less than 60 dB. The
dashed and dash-dot curves show the best and worst results when
the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied. For comparison, the
noise performance without multipath (solid curve with “ ” marks)
is also plotted.

2

Fig. 23. Worst-case performance degradation in an FM-DCSK
system when the channel attenuation exceeds 100 dB in the
indoor office application. The dashed, dash-dot, and dotted
curves correspond to different FM-DCSK center frequencies. For
comparison, the noise performance without multipath (solid curve
with “ ” marks) is also plotted.

2

1) Performance Degradation in Office Area: FM-DCSK
communications systems are potentially suitable for applications in indoor office areas, for example, to implement wireless local area networks. In these applications, if the attenuation of the radio channel is less than 60 dB, then the simplest
JTC channel model has to be used. The FM-DCSK performance degradation in this case is shown in Fig. 22, where the
dashed and dash-dot curves show the best and worst results,
respectively, as the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied.
The average loss in system performance is only 5.4 dB at
.
In the worst case, the attenuation of the radio channel
exceeds 100 dB and the most complex multipath channel
model must be considered. The performance degradation
of an FM-DCSK system in this environment is shown in
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Fig. 24. FM-DCSK performance degradation in the indoor
residential area when the channel attenuation is less than 50 dB.
The dashed and dash-dot curves show the best and worst results
when the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied. For comparison,
the noise performance without multipath (solid curve with “ ”
marks) is also plotted.

2

Fig. 25. Worst-case performance degradation in an FM-DCSK
system when the channel attenuation exceeds 75 dB in the indoor
residential area. The dashed and dash-dot curves show the best and
worst results when the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied. For
comparison, the noise performance without multipath (solid curve
with “ ” marks) is also plotted.

2

Fig. 23, where the dashed, dash-dot, and dotted curves
correspond to different FM-DCSK center frequencies: 2.4,
2.41, and 2.42 GHz, respectively. Note that the average loss
,
in system performance is only 11.2 dB at
even in this worst-case situation.
2) Performance Degradation in Residential Area: The
indoor residential area is another possible application
environment for FM-DCSK communications systems.
When the channel attenuation is less than 50 dB in this
area, then the simplest channel model has to be used. The
performance degradation of an FM-DCSK system under
these propagation conditions is shown in Fig. 24, where the
dashed and dash-dot curves show the best and worst results,
respectively, as the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied.
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Fig. 26. FM-DCSK performance degradation in the indoor
commercial application if the channel attenuation is less than
60 dB. The dashed and dash-dot curves show the best and worst
results when the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied. For
comparison, the noise performance without multipath (solid curve
with “ ” marks) is also plotted.

2

The average loss in system performance is only 3.1 dB at
.
The most complex model has to be considered when the
channel attenuation goes beyond 75 dB. The performance
degradation in this environment is shown in Fig. 25, where
the dashed and dash-dot curves give the best and worst noise
performance as the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied.
The average loss in system performance is only 10.5 dB at
, even in this worst-case situation.
3) Performance Degradation in Commercial Area: The
third potential application environment for FM-DCSK for
which a JTC channel model has been developed is the indoor
commercial area. In this application, if the attenuation of the
radio channel is less than 60 dB, then the simplest channel
model has to be used. The FM-DCSK performance degradation for this case is shown in Fig. 26, where the dashed
and dash-dot curves show the best and worst results, respectively, as the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied. The av.
erage loss in system performance is 8.6 dB at
In the worst case, the attenuation of the radio channel
exceeds 100 dB. The performance degradation of an
FM-DCSK system in this environment is shown in Fig. 27,
where the dashed and dash-dot curves show the best and
worst result as the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied.
The average loss in system performance is 11.0 dB at
in this worst-case situation.
IX. MULTIPLE ACCESS CAPABLE DCSK SYSTEM
The autocorrelation function of a chaotic signal decays
very rapidly and becomes almost zero even for relatively
short delays. The cross correlation between chaotic signals
resulting from different initial conditions or generated by
different attractors is very low. These properties have been
exploited in [29] and [30] to develop a multiuser-capable
DCSK system.
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accommodated. To obtain eight orthogonal basis functions,
the bit period has to be divided into
time slots and
Walsh functions have to be used, as shown
the first
in Fig. 29.
In the first time slot, an FM modulated chaotic signal
is transmitted for user , i.e.,
and
are transmitted for users 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, where
differs from zero for
. Then these signals
or their inverted copies are sent in the remaining seven time
slots. The sign of the th basis function segment transmitted
in the th time slot is chosen according to the th Walsh func,
tion , as shown in Fig. 29. Let
denote the segment of the th basis function transmitted in
the th time slot. Then
Fig. 27. Performance degradation in an FM-DCSK system when
the channel attenuation exceeds 100 dB in the indoor commercial
application. The dashed and dash-dot curves show the best and
worst results when the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied. For
comparison, the noise performance without multipath (solid curve
with “ ” marks) is also plotted.

2

However, simulations [29] have shown that chaotic signals having finite length are not orthogonal; this results in a
high level of interference among radio channels. The source
of interference is the cross correlation estimation problem
which was discussed in Section III-B. This interference allows one to accommodate only a few users and to implement a low-quality communications channel. For example,
for three users and a bit duration of 2 s, the attainable BER
has a lower bound of about 10 , even in the noise-free case.
To obtain two orthogonal DCSK basis functions, a chaotic
signal was combined with the first two Walsh functions [40]
in Section III-B. This technique can be extended for larger
Walsh
signal sets. For example, by means of the first
orthogonal signals, thereby
functions one may generate
orthogonal binary telecommunication
accommodating
channels in the same frequency band. Since orthogonality is
ensured by using Walsh functions, interference among the
different users is zero provided that all Walsh functions are
synchronized.
A. Model of the Multiuser Radio Channel
A model of a multiuser environment containing two
FM-DCSK transceivers is shown in Fig. 28. The physical
media that carry the signals from the transmitters to the
receivers are represented by “Channel ,” where
and
. The additive white Gaussian channel noise is
.
modeled by
B. Application of Walsh Functions to Generate Orthogonal
Basis Functions

(16)
is given by
.
where the th element of
In this way, we have developed eight orthonormal basis
; each transmitter uses two
functions:
of these to transmit information bits “0” and “1.” For exand to
,
ample, user 1 maps bits “1” and “0” to
respectively.
Although only four users (the first eight Walsh functions)
are considered in this section, the method presented here
can be extended to an arbitrary, but limited number of users.
However, a large number of users degrades the spectral properties of the transmitted signal.
C. Multiuser Capable FM-DCSK Demodulator
of the th user contains the sum
The received signal
and
of all the transmitted signals
. To demodulate the readditive white Gaussian noise
transceived signal at the th receiver, first the signal
mitted in the first time slot by the th transmitter is recovered from the noisy received signal and then the two basis
and
of the th channel are reconfunctions
structed. Having reconstructed the two basis functions, a coherent correlation receiver, shown in Fig. 13, is used for the
demodulation, i.e., the two reconstructed DCSK basis funcand
tions are correlated with the received noisy signal
the decision is made in favor of the larger correlator output.
Let us determine the two correlator outputs for receiver 1.
denote
Assume that all users are synchronized and let
the signal received by the first receiver in the th time slot.
, each segment of the received signal has
To estimate
to be multiplied by the Walsh function belonging to the basis
function to be recovered. Assume first that bit “1” has been
sent by transmitter 1. To reconstruct the first basis function
, each segment of
has to be multiplied by 1 acis
cording to the first Walsh function. The estimate of
obtained as

First the elements of the orthonormal signal set have to be
developed. Constant energy per bit is ensured by FM modulation, as shown in Fig. 5.
and
denote the
Let
numbers of users and basis functions, respectively. Assume
binary communications channels have to be
that
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Fig. 28.

Block diagram of a two-user FM-DCSK system.

where
is the segment of the signal of th user transis equal to
mitted in th time slot. The signal
or
depending on the bit transmitted by th user.
It follows from the orthogonality of the Walsh functions that
if
elsewhere.

(18)

Substituting (18) into (17), we get the estimate of
(19)
.
For the noise-free case,
The first receiver is also recovering an estimate of
based on the assumption that bit “0,” i.e., the second basis
function, has been transmitted. Since the second Walsh funcand
for
, the
tion is 1 for
is obtained as
estimate of

Fig. 29. Segmentation of the transmitted signals using Walsh
functions for a four-user application. To get a compact figure, the
time dependence of the analog signals is not shown explicitly.

For the noise-free case,
.
From (19) and (21), receiver 1 regenerates the estimates of
and
using the first and second Walsh functions,
respectively, and determines the elements of the observation
vector
(22)
and
denotes the estimate of the th basis
where
function. For the noise-free case, i.e., for perfect recovery of
basis function, (22) reduces to
and

(20)
is equal to
or
Exploiting again that
and substituting (18) into (20), the estimate of
for this case is obtained as

is radiated. Using
When transmitter 1 sends bit “0,”
the technique discussed above for bit “1,” the elements of the
observation vector are obtained for the noise-free case as
and

(21)
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(23)

(24)

Finally, the decision at receiver 1 is made by comparing
with
, as shown in Fig. 13.
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Inspecting (19) and (20), two important conclusions can
be drawn.
1) Due to the orthogonality of the Walsh functions, there
is no interference between different users.
2) The effect of channel noise is reduced due to averaging. This averaging improves the noise performance
of each FM-DCSK radio channel.
For the other users, estimates of the basis functions
are recovered in the same manner; the
and regenerating
only difference is that in estimating
, the th Walsh function must be used.
D. Performance Evaluation
The system performance of a multiuser-capable
s
FM-DCSK system with a bit duration of
and total RF bandwidth of
MHz has been evaluated by computer simulation for the case when a maximum
.
of four users can be accommodated, i.e., when
Fig. 30 shows the noise performance when one (dashed
curve), three (dash-dot curve) and four (solid curve) users
are communicating over the same radio channel simultaneously. The unused channels were switched off during the
simulation.
Fig. 30 shows that the noise performance is almost independent of the number of users. This property follows from
the orthogonality of the Walsh functions which results in
complete cancellation of the signals transmitted by the other
users in each demodulator.
The noise performance of a single-user FM-DCSK system
having the same system parameters was given in Fig. 17.
Comparison of Figs. 17 and 30 shows that the noise performance of the multiuser-capable FM-DCSK system is better
than that of the single-user one. The reason is that the transmitted signal has a modified structure and a different demodulation strategy is used to recover the transmitted information. The price of better noise performance is a slight degradation in the spectral properties of the radiated FM-DCSK
signal and a tighter specification for the clock recovery circuit because all users must be synchronized at the symbol
level.
X. ENHANCED VERSIONS OF THE DCSK SYSTEM
In DCSK, half of the energy per bit is lost because the
reference chip only provides the reference signal for the
demodulator and does not carry any information. This
loss is reduced in the simplest version of enhanced DCSK
(DCSK/S), where the reference chip is followed by
information bearing chips [32]. For example, when
,
MHz and
s, the noise performance of
FM-DCSK/S at
can be improved by 1.4 dB.
This improvement results from sending four information
bits with the same reference.
Depending on the information bit to be transmitted, the information-bearing chips are copies or inverted copies of the
reference chip. In the original DCSK and DCSK/S receivers,
the decision is made by determining the correlations between
the information-bearing chips and the reference. However,
note that additional information can be gained from the correlations between the information-bearing chips. In the most

Fig. 30. Noise performance of a multiuser-capable FM-DCSK
system for
= 8 when one (dashed curve), two (dash-dot curve)
and four (solid curve) users are communicating over the channel.
The maximum number of users is =2 = 4.

N

N

sophisticated versions of enhanced DCSK systems, the correlation between every pair of chips is evaluated at the receiver and this extra information is used to improve the noise
performance.
Let
denote the signal received in
is the reference and
the th time slot, where
, are the information-bearing
denote the energy per chip. The correlation
chips. Let
between the th and th chips is given by

There are at least three ways to exploit the additional correlations in enhanced DCSK in order to improve its noise performance: enhanced DCSK with noise reduction by averaging
(DCSK/AV) [56], enhanced DCSK with nonredundant “error
correction” using the shortest path algorithm (DCSK/SP),
and enhanced DCSK with nonredundant “error correction”
using the spanning tree algorithm (DCSK/ST) [57].
A. Analysis of the Correlations Between the Received Chips
The redundancy carried by the enhanced DCSK signal can
be exploited if a measure of goodness for each correlation can
be found.
Let the probability of sending bits “1” and “0” be 0.5 and
consider the correlation between the th and th chips. Fig. 31
. Note that in the
shows the histograms of
region near the origin, the probability of making a wrong or
correct decision is almost the same; the low absolute value
of the correlation implies a high probability of a wrong decision.
In the original DCSK and DCSK/S, only the signs of the
correlations between chips are used in making a decision.
However, the absolute value of each correlation is a measure of probability of making a correct decision. In particular, this measure is used as a weighting factor in DCSK/AV,
DCSK/SP, and DCSK/ST.
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Fig. 31. Probability distribution of the correlation between the
th and th chips.

k

l

In DCSK/AV, the modulation is removed and the reference chip is regenerated as a weighted average of the received reference and information-bearing chips. The weights
are selected so that the effects of noisy chips are suppressed
[56]. Using this technique, an improvement of 2.7 dB can be
,
MHz and
s.
achieved when
In DCSK/SP and DCSK/ST, the correlations are calculated for each pair of chips and the probability of a wrong
decision is minimized using the absolute values of these
correlations. Both of these techniques use optimum graph
search algorithms to determine the best decision strategy.
They yield similar improvements in noise performance.
For brevity, we discuss only DCSK/ST in detail. The
performances of DCSK/AV and DCSK/SP are included in
Section X-C for comparison.
B. Application of the Minimum Cost Spanning Tree
Algorithm to Improve the DCSK Noise Performance
The decision procedure is illustrated by the graph shown in
Fig. 32, where the vertices of the graph represent all received
chips, including the reference one, and the edges connecting
the vertices represent the correlations between pairs of chips.
It follows from the special structure of the enhanced DCSK
signal that the decision for each bit can be made along any
and terminates at
path in the graph which starts from
the desired chip.
To minimize the required computational effort, the decision has to be made using the minimum number of edges.
edges are required to recover the
bits. The
Note that
vertices and consubgraph, which connects all the
tains only edges, is called a spanning tree.
The minimum cost spanning tree algorithm [58] is used
to select the spanning tree which offers the minimum probbits. In this approach,
ability of wrong decisions for the
each edge of the graph shown in Fig. 32 is characterized by
a weight, and each spanning tree is characterized by a cost
which is the sum of these weights. The algorithm selects the
tree which has the minimum cost.
To minimize the BER, the weights associated with each
edge must have a high value if the probability of a wrong
decision is high, and a low one in the opposite case. Recall
that the absolute value of the correlation characterizes the
probability of a wrong decision, i.e., the weight for the edge
connecting the th and th vertices can be defined as
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Fig. 32. Graph showing all possible decision paths for
an enhanced DCSK signal having one reference and
information-bearing chips. The vertices represent the received chips
while the edges give the correlations between pairs of chips.

K

where is a small positive number whose function is to prevent division by zero. As shown in Fig. 31, a large weight
is associated with each edge for which the probability of a
wrong decision is high.
The steps of the enhanced DCSK technique are as follows:
information1) each reference chip is followed by
bearing chips, i.e., instead of individual bits, -bit
symbols are transmitted in one block;
2) the correlations between all pairs of received chips are
calculated;
3) the weights associated with all edges are determined;
4) using the minimum cost spanning tree algorithm, the
spanning tree which offers the lowest probability of a
wrong decision is selected for the unknown bits;
5) the decision is made for each bit using the edges of the
corresponding spanning tree.
C. Performance Evaluation
To compare the effectiveness of the different techniques,
the noise performances of enhanced DCSK systems were
evaluated by computer simulation for the following system
MHz,
s, and
.
parameters:
The noise performance of the DCSK/S, DCSK/AV,
DCSK/ST, and DCSK/SP is shown in Fig. 33. Recall
that in DCSK/S one reference chip is used to transmit
information chips and no further processing is performed.
In the other cases, the additional techniques described above
are used in order to improve the noise performance of the
system.
The highest improvements in noise performance are
achieved by applying the shortest path and the minimum
cost spanning tree algorithms. Note that these two methods
yield almost identical improvements in noise performance.
,
An improvement of 3.4 dB can be achieved at
as shown in Fig. 33.
The costs of higher noise performance and data rate are:
1) a more complex system configuration;
2) degradation in the spectral properties of the radiated
signal;
3) higher sensitivity to time-varying channels.
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Fig. 33. Noise performance of the different enhanced DCSK
systems. The curves for DCSK/SP, DCSK/ST, DCSK/AV, and
DCSK/S are represented by “ ;” “ ,” “ ,” and “ ” marks,
respectively. Note that the noise performance of DCSK/SP and
DCSK/ST is almost the same. The noise performance of the
original DCSK system (solid curve with “ ” marks) is shown for
comparison.

+ 2 
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XI. CONCLUSION
In chaotic modulation schemes, the transmitted signal is a
wide-band signal. The objectives of using a wide-band signal
as the carrier are twofold:
1) to overcome the multipath propagation problem;
2) to reduce the transmitted power spectral density in
order to reduce the interference caused in adjacent
radio communications channels.
Of the chaotic modulation schemes published to date,
DCSK with orthonormal basis functions, also referred in
the literature as FM-DCSK [16], offers the best robustness
against multipath and channel imperfections.
It is frequently asked whether chaotic modulation schemes
can offer any advantages over conventional narrow-band systems. If the propagation conditions are so good that the basis
function(s) can be regenerated at the receiver, then digital
modulation schemes using conventional orthonormal (typically periodic5 ) basis functions, and orthonormal chaotic
basis functions can achieve similar levels of noise performance, as discussed in Sections V and VI, and shown theoretically in [24].
The main question from an implementation perspective is
the ease with which the basis functions can be regenerated.
We believe that it is fundamentally easier to regenerate a
periodic basis function than a chaotic one. We conjecture,
therefore, that the noise performance of digital chaotic modulation with coherent correlation receivers will always lag
behind that of equivalent modulation schemes using periodic
basis functions.
5The application of noise as a carrier for digital communications system
was proposed in [59]. A system configuration for the qualitatively similar
FM-DCSK system was described in [60]. The novelty of the latter solution over the former is that the estimation problem has been recognized and
solved, and the chaos generator provides a bounded, more robust and simpler source of nonperiodic basis functions.

If the propagation conditions are such that coherent detection is impossible, then chaotic switching with orthonormal
DCSK basis functions and a differentially coherent receiver
(DCSK, for short), offers the best possible performance for a
chaotic digital modulation scheme. In the limit, the noise performance of DCSK lags at most 3 dB behind that of DPSK
with autocorrelation demodulation [36], [50].
In this case, the choice of periodic or chaotic basis functions is determined by the propagation conditions. In particular, the multipath performance of a DCSK system can be
improved by increasing the transmission bandwidth.
Another important issue is interference. If the operating
environment is such that interference with other narrow-band
radio systems working in the same frequency band should be
minimized, then a spread spectrum system must be used; this
can be implemented using chaotic basis functions, where the
chaotic waveform is the spreading signal. For a fixed transmitted power, the wider the bandwidth of the chaotic signal,
the lower the interference caused.
Although signal spreading in a chaotic communications
scheme reduces the interfering signal level for narrow-band
systems sharing the same frequency band, the converse is not
necessarily true. Interference to a chaotic communications
system caused by other users in the same band can be suppressed only by using coherent demodulation techniques.
We stress that, although we have discussed the noise performance bounds for chaotic modulation schemes in the context of the limits for conventional narrow-band modulation
techniques, the comparison is not fair in the sense that chaotic
modulation is intended for use as an inherently wide-band
communications system. Although it performs worse than
conventional narrow-band modulation schemes in a simple
AWGN channel, the advantage of DCSK is that the fall-off
in its performance in a multipath channel is more gradual
than that of an equivalent narrow-band modulation scheme.
This result is highlighted dramatically in Fig. 34, where
the performance degradation in a narrow-band DPSK system
; classical DPSK with the optimum receiver config(
uration, referred as to “optimum DPSK” [36]) is compared
with that of a wide-band differentially coherent FM-DCSK
) system. The bit duration was set to 2 s in
(
both cases and the RF bandwidth of the DCSK signal was
17 MHz. The solid and dashed curves give the noise performance of optimum DPSK and FM-DCSK, respectively, over
a single-ray AWGN channel.
The noise performance of these modulation schemes was
evaluated over a two-ray multipath channel characterized by
ns and
. The excess delay of 100
ns is typical of WLAN applications in large warehouses.
Recall that there is no need for carrier recovery in optimum
DPSK receivers [36]. We assumed in the simulations that the
carrier frequency is known exactly at the DPSK receiver; a
frequency error, if present, results in a performance degradation in both the single-ray and multipath channels. Although the single-ray performance of differentially coherent
FM-DCSK is worse than that of DPSK, its multipath performance is significantly better, despite the fact that the carrier
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ited number of users. However, too great a number of users
would result in a very complex system configuration.
The noise performance of FM-DCSK lags behind that of
suboptimum DPSK. The noise performance of FM-DCSK
can be improved by a few decibels, for example, the application of the minimum cost tree algorithm results in a 3.4 dB
improvement, as was shown in Section X. The price of this
improvement is a more complex receiver configuration.
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